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alternative hypothesis, 150
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continuous HMM, 68

convolution, 101

deterministic HMM, 70

doubling trick, 39

dual strategies, 155

dynamic programming, 28

EHMM, 125

elementwise mixture, 66

equaliser strategies, 25

equivalent EHMMs, 130

ES-joint, 64

evolving past posteriors, 120, 130

expert, 4

adversarial, 11

black-box, 11, 21

blind, 11

constant, 10, 22

dead, 43

gray-box, 11

semi-adversarial, 11
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switching, 22
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expert sequence prior, 64

exploration vs exploitation, 55

freezing, 128

full feedback, 4

game value, 24

hidden Markov model, 67
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loss, 3
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luckiness, 42

machine learning, 231

marginal probability, 60

maximin cost, 24

maximin strategy, 24

minimax cost, 24

minimax regret, 21

minimax strategy, 21, 24

mixed strategy, 24

mixing scheme, 123

more regular moves, 157

Nature, 147

null hypothesis, 150
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online learning, 5, 231
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partition, 122

payoff, 147

posterior distribution, 60
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prediction, 26

prediction with expert advice, 231

predictive distribution, 60

prequential forecasting system,
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production function, 125

pure strategy, 24

recurring decision problem, 4

full feedback, 1, 2
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freezing, 116
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regret game, 48

loss horizon, 43

one shot, 26

switching, 50

time horizon, 29, 30, 46

regularisation, 157

run, 68

separation, 158

side information, 3
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sleeping, 128
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standard Bayesian ES-prior, 65

state, 67
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productive, 67
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successor, 68

stochastic transition function, 67

switch distribution, 94

switching method, 95
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tracking the best expert, 232

transition function, 126

truncated permutations, 177

type, 164
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unit flow, 180

unit rule, 189
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weight pushing algorithm, 183

Zermelo’s algorithm, 28




